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The principles of genera live - transformat ional grammar 

may be used to characterize any aspect of a particular dialect. 

Here, those principles are applied to the non-standard inflec-

tion of preterites and past participles reported by Virginia 

McDavid in Verb Forms of the North Central States and Upper 

Midwest (1957). Other works of importance to the study of 

verb inflection include "English Verb Inflection," by Bernard 

13loch (1947) , The Sound Pattern ojf English, by Chomsky and 

Halle (1968) , and "English Verb Inflection: A Generative View," 

by Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming). 

Chomsky and Halle have asserted that a variety of surface 

forms may be derived from the same, or nearly the same, ab-

stract underlying representation. Readjustment and phono-

logical rules operate on the underlyLng representation to 

produce the surface structure. A lexicon of the dialect forms 

reported by McDavid is included to give each surface form and 

the rules required to produce it. 

Griggs and Rulon have observed that certain combinations 

oi readjust.ment rules divide standard verb paradigms into 

seven classes: regular, weak, mixed, and three strong classes. 



Dialect verb paradigms may be classified in the same manner. 

McDavid' s data rarely reports con.plete paradigms. It is 

possible, however, to postulate a complete paradigm, which 

may then be classified, from the derivation of a single form. 

A second lexicon is included to give the possible paradigms 

and their classifications for each form in McDavid's data. 

Problem forms such as pleonastics, invariable paradigms, 

and intransitive-transitive pairs require some adjustments in 

the derivational process; but in general, the evidence shows 

that Chomsky and Halle were correct: different surface forms 

may be derived from essentially the same underlying repre-

sentation. Two lists are included: one to show the number of 

dialect classifications for a single verb, the ether to show 

the number of paradigms in each classification. Since strong 

Class II paradigms are the most numerous, it appears that for 

these data, at least, speakers in the North Central States and 

Upper Midwest characteristically produce leveled preterite-

past participle combinations. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Earlier generative models. Dialect verb forms, those 

which are not generally considered standard in educated speech, 

have always been an interesting phonological problem in Eng-

lish. They are interesting because their principal parts show 

various forms of vowel gradation, consonant modification, and, 

occasionally no apparent change at all. They are a problem 

because there at first seems to be little system in these 

changes. Recent theories of descriptive grammar, however, have 

observed some systematic relationships among the forms of 

dialect verbs. Bloch has proposed an item and arrangement 

grammar to analyze standard English verb inflection by exam-

ining "every inflected form as a combination of morphemes in 

a particular order" (1947:244). Item and process grammar, 

however, comes the closest to capturing the systematic 

inflection of pandialectal verb forms. 

Such a grammar has been devised by Noam Chomsky and Morris 

Halle in The Sound Pattern of English (1968). It is assumed 

that the reader has a certain degree of familiarity with this 

work (hereafter SPE) and with the terminology of transfor-

mational -generative grammar. It would be useful at this point, 

however, to explain some of the basic aspects of item and 

process grammar upon which this study rests. 



According to Chomsky (.1968) , the syntactic component of 

the grammar of any language generates abstract lexical repre-

sentations. Conventional orthography comes remarkably close 

to the spelling of the lexical representations in English. 

Chomsky and Halle note, "The fundamental principle of ortho-

graphy is that phonetic variation is not indicated where it 

is predictable by general rule" (1968:49). Readjustment rules 

and phonological rules operate on the lexical representation 

to produce the final phonetic form. 

The generative processes that produce standard forms of 

English irregular verbs have been described by Griggs and 

Rulon in "English Verb Inflection: A Generative View" (forth-

coming). They posit certain lexical features to be inserted 

into an underlying syntactic segment. English verbs may be 

marked with one of the following lexical features: ^regular, 

±en, and ±mixed. Within the +en category are three classes. 

This classification produces seven potential types of English 

verbs. Each class is characterized by a distinctive lexical 

marking of each of the forms of the verb paradigm: present, 

preterite, and past participle. It is the lexical marking 

that determines the structure of any surface form. Chomsky 

points out that a single lexical representation may surface 

as any of several phonetic forms: "It should be observed that 

very different dialects may have the same or a very similar 

system of underlying representations" (1968). 



This paper will describe in some detail the processes of 

derivation and consequent classification of certain dialect 

verb forms. The dialect forms, most of them irregular, have 

been supplied by "Verb Forms of the North Central States and 

Upper Midwest," by Virginia McDavid (1957). 

1.2 Description of source. McDavid's study is modeled 

after a previous one by E. Bagby Atwood, A Survey of Verb 

Forms in the Eastern United States (1953). Atwood's verb 

forms were gathered by linguistic atlas fieldworkers in the 

Middle and South Atlantic States. McDavid explains, "In order 

to facilitate comparison with Atwood's book, I have followed 

quite closely his order and classification of verb forms" 

(1957:10). She uses Atwood's system of description, classi-

fying the forms as he does, under the headings "Tense Forms," 

"Personal Forms of the Present Indicative," "Number and 

Concord," "Negative Forms," and "Infinitive and Present Parti-

ciple." Both studies focus on the regional and social distri-

bution of individual verb forms. 

Two linguistic atlas projects furnish the material for 

Virginia McDavid's study: the Linguistic Atlas of the_ North 

Central States and the Linguistic Atlas of the Upper Midwest 

(now in press). The former, directed by Albert H. Marckwardt, 

then of the University of Michigan, includes survey material 

from Wisconsin, Michigan, Ontario, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, 

and Ohio. The Linguistic Atlas of the Upper Midwest, directed 

by Harold B. Allen of the University of Minnesota, includes 



survey material from Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South 

Dakota, and Nebraska. 

1.3 Scope of present study. This paper is confined to 

that portion of McDavid1s study labeled "Tense Forms." It 

includes preterites and past participles. Other forms that 

she reports are beyond the scope of this study. Attributive 

past participles are also systematically excluded, since the 

derivational processes are different for the past participle 

and the attributive past participle. McDavid reports the 

preterite form of twenty-six verbs, the past participle form 

of four verbs (attributives excluded), and both forms of 

seven verbs. When both the preterite and the participle are 

given for a single verb, she lists them separately in order 

of frequency of occurrence. 

This paper will propose a generative analysis of McDavid1s 

dialect verb forms. The concepts of Chomsky and Halle as . 

presented in SPE form the framework for this study. The 

immediate basis of the theory of verb derivation presented 

here is found in the study by Griggs and Rulon. The background 

for this paper having been established, it is appropriate to 

next examine the operation of generative rules. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GENERATIVE FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Syntactic structure. The first aspect of verb deri-

vation to be examined is the underlying syntactic structure 

from which surface structure sentences are derived. Each 

element in the framework is marked with certain distinctive 

features. In the following simplified chart, the main syn-

tactic elements are noun phrase (NP) , auxiliary (Aux), and 

verb phrase (VP). The concern of this study is with those 

forms marked (+V). The dialect forms that Virginia McDavid 

reports are various phonetic manifestations of the forms 

marked (+V), and further, that are syntactically marked with 

either a past tense marker (+Past) or a perfective marker 

C+Perf.). Those forms marked (+Past) are referred to as 

preterites. Those marked (+Perf.) are past participles. The 

following chart adapted from Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968), illus^ 

trates the syntactic framework from which surface structures 

are derived. 



. I 
-f-Aux 

+Pro 

+Action 
+FIRST +Perf 
+SECOND ±PAST 

+MODAL ±THIRD +Pass 

+Mod 
+V 

+ can 
+may 
+shall 
+will 

Fig.1--Syntactic framework 

A syntactic form marked (+V) is further modified by the 

addition of lexical markers: -regular, -en, and -mixed. The 

+en group has three distinct classes determined by the nature 

of the forms in the paradigm. The mixed group has one form of 

the paradigm marked +regular and the other marked -regular, 

thereby giving this group two classes. The lexical markings 

distinguish seven classes of English verbs: +reg., -reg.-en, 



-reg. +en Class I, -reg.-'-en Class II, -reg. +en Class III, 

mixed -en, and mixed +en. The forms of the paradigm in each 

of these classes are additionally marked with an inflectional 

suffix. The classes will be more fully described later in 

the study. 

Two kinds of phonological boundaries are important to 

this study: word boundary (#) and formative boundary (+). 

Phonological rules may operate across a formative boundary, 

but not across a word boundary unless it is expressly stated 

in the rule. Both the past tense marker and the perfective 

marker are attached in the lexical representation with a word 

boundary. 

2.2 Abstract lexical representation. A summary of 

readjustment and phonological rules (Griggs § Rulon forth-

coming) may be found in the appendix. Lexical representations 

are modified by readjustment rules. These rules block or 

trigger the action of certain phonological rules. Each 

phonological rule operates automatically in a given context. 

Both sets of rules used here are substantially the same as 

those formulated by Chomsky and Halle (1968) and expanded by 

Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming). Readjustment rules are 

numbered 1 through 17. The phonological rules are numbered 

18 through 56. 

Underlying lexical representations are given in double 

phonemic virgules. An intermediate form between the under-

lying form and the final phonetic form is given in single 
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virgules. Phonetic realizations are given in square brackets, 

The underlying representation is necessarily an abstract 

form, not always fully specifieJ. The tense markers are // d// 

and // n// . The inflectional suffix is // d// in the preterite, 

whether the verb is regular or irregular. The inflectional 

suffix for a participle is // d// in regular verbs and in -en 

irregular verbs, but is //n// in +en irregular verbs. Both 

// d// and //n// are attached to the verb stem with // #// in 

the underlying form. Nasals, clustering with a consonant, are 

another abstract form that need not be fully specified in the 

lexical representation, since a phonological rule will convert 

//N// to the appropriate surface structure. It is the read-

justment rules, however, that modify the information provided 

by the lexical representation for insertion into the system of 

phonological rules. 

2.3 Individual readjustment rules• A few of the major 

readjustment rules deserve detailed comment here. Rule 1 

replaces // #// with /+/ and does not operate on regular verbs. 

In most irregular verbs, however, Rule 1 does operate in both 

the preterite and the participle form. After the application 

of Rule 1, the inflectional suffix may be deleted by Rule 3 

or Rule 4, Some verbs in which this process operates are 

preterites blew, came, dove, drank, and froze and participles 

drunk, dro_ve_, ate, grew, and rode. The inflectional suffix 

may be retained and if it is // d// , may be devoiced later by a 

phonological rule. When this occurs, the main vowel is 
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commonly laxed by a phonological rule. Some examples of this 

derivational path are preterites dreamt and knelt and parti-

ciple writ. Occasionally, Rule 1 does not apply in some 

participle forms, thus allowing the vowel to remain tense, as 

in taken and droven. 

The preterites and past participles of some verbs are 

modified by the application of Rule 9 (Ablaut). Ablaut 

switches the backness of the vowels shown in the following 

illustration. 

x — ——- • >̂U 

e< >o 

<e< ~j»o 

Fig.2--Operation of Ablaut 

Some forms in which Ablaut applies are preterites blew, brung, 

clum, drove, ran, and shrunk and participles clum, drunk, 

irove, rode, and took. 

Rule 10 (Lowness Adjustment) operates on some forms to 

contribute to making them acceptable input for the system of 

phonological rules. The lowness of certain vowels is switched 

as shown below. 

D 
Fig.3--Operation of Lowness Adjustment 
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Some of the forms adjusted by Rule 20 are preterites began, 

brang, came, swau;, and toelc and participles drank, droven, 

ate, rode, and took, 

Some forms need still further modification. Rule 11 

alters the tenseness of the main vowel in some. Examples are 

preterites duv, came, and gave and participles druv and driv. 

Other readjustment rules are necessary to account for all 

verb forms, but Rules 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, and 11 are the most 

frequently applied. The charts that follow illustrate the 

application of the major readjustment rules in both preterites 

and past participles. 

TABlLE I 

READJUSTMENT RULE APPLICATIONS 

PRETERITES 

blowed dove gave 

Underlying Lexical 
Representation 

Rule 1 

Rule 3 

Rule 9 

Rule 10 

Rule 11 

Phonological Form 

Phonological Rules 

// bl(iyw#d// 

bloyw#d 

// div#d// 

dlv+d 

dIv+0 

duv 

dov 

d5v 

// giv#d// 

giv+d 

giv+0 

gaev 

g®v 

g® v 

Phonetic Form [blowdj [dowv] [geyv] 



TABLE 11 

READJUSTMENT RULE APPLICATIONS 

11 

PAST PARTI CI! PLES 

et druv wrote 

Underlying Lexical 
// drlv#n// Representation // et»d// // drlv#n// // wrlt#n// 

Rule 1 et+d driv+n wrlt+n 

Rule 4 drlv+# writ+0 

Rule 9 druv wrut 

Rule 10 wrot 

Rule 11 druv 

Phonological Form et+d druv wro t 

Phonological Rules 

Phonetic Form [et] [drAv] [rowt] 

2.4 Description of lexicon. The lexicon that follows 

illustrates the uses of readjustment rules in the derivation 

of the dialect forms reported by Virginia McDavid. The verbs 

are listed alphabetically in traditional orthography. Beside 

each is the underlying lexical representation in double 

phonemic virgules. All of the varients listed under it may 

be derived from that underlying form. If a variant lexical 

form must be proposed to account for some dialect forms, it 
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is labeled "lexical variant," and the forms listed beneath 

are derived from it. 

Virginia McBavid (1957:20) uses both ". . . traditional 

'dialect spellings' where such exist . . . " and International 

Phonetic Alphabet transcription. This author has used 

McDavid's dialect spellings and devised spellings for those 

she gives in I.P.A. 

Beside each dialect form listed in the lexicon are the 

readjustment rules required for proper input to the system 

of phonological rules. It is not necessary to list the 

phonological rules and some of the readjustment rules since 

they will yield the appropriate form automatically. Occa-

sionally, however, a rule fails to apply, or applies in a 

manner not stated in the context of the rule. When this is 

the case, it is noted in the lexical entry. Since regular 

forms are not affected by readjustment rules, they are marked 

simply +Reg in the lexicon. The surface structure of each 

form is given in phonetic transcription to the right. McDavid's 

I.P.A. has been changed to correspond with Chomsky and Halle's 

usage in SPE. The lexicon shows the readjustment rules that 

operate in each of McDavid's reported dialect preterites and 

past participles. Each form is fully marked for readjustment 

rules and any idiosyncracies of phonological rules. 
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2.5 Lexicon. 

1. begin //be+gin// 

Preterite // be+gin#d// 

a. began +R1 +R3 +R10 [bagasn ] 

b. begin +R1 +R3 [begin] 

c. begun +R1 +R3 +R9 [bsgAn] 

Preterite // gin#d// lexical variant 

d. gin +R1 +R3 [gin] 

2. bite //bit// 

Participle // bit#n// 

a. bitten +R1 [biten] 

Participle // blt#d// 

b. bit +R1 [bit] 

3. 

4. 

blow // bloyw// 

Preterite // bloyw#d// 

a. blew +R1 +R3 +R9 

b. blewed +R9 

c. blowed +Reg 

bring // breNy// 

Preterite // breNy#d// 

a. brought +R1 +R9 

b. brang +R1 +R3 +R10 

c. bring +R1 +R3 

d. brung +R1 +R3 +R9 

[bluw] 

[bluwd] 

[blowd] 

[broAt] 

[braso] 

[brio] 

[brAQ] 



-I /{ 
er 

catch // ka= xe// 

Preterite // kre xe#d// 

a. caught +R1 +R9 

b. ketched +R10 

c. catched +Reg 

d. kitched +R10 +R39 

[koAt] 

[kect] 

[kas ct] 

[kict] 

Preterite // kae c kae c#d kas c#d// lexical variant 

e. kotch(ed) (+R1+R3)+R9 [kac(t)] 

clirab // kllNb// 

Preterite // kliNb#d// 

a. climbed +Reg -R24 III [klaymd] 

b. clahm +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 -R31 [klam] 

c. clam +R1 +R3 +R10 [klaam] 

d. clim +R1 +R3 [klim] 

e. climb +R1 +R3 -R24 III [klaym] 

£. clome +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 -R24 III [klowm] 

g. clom +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 [kloAm] 

h. clum +R1 +R3 +R9 [klwm] 

i. clume +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 -R24 III 

double application of R39 [kluwm] 

Participle // kliNb#d// 

j. climbed +Reg -R24 III [klaymd] 

Participle // kiiNb#n// 

k. clahm +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 -R31 [klam] 
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1. clam +R1 +R4 +R1G 

m. d i m +R1 +R4 

n. climb +R1 +R4 -R24 III 

o. d o m e +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 -R24 III 

p. clom +R1 +R4 +R9 +R1Q 

q. clum +R1 +R4 +R9 

r. clume +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 -R24 III 
double application of R39 

7 . come // kum// 

Preterite // kum#d// 

a. came +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 +R11 

b. come +R1 +R3 

8 . dive // div// 

Preterite // div#d// 

a. dive +R1 +R3 

b. div +R1 +R3 +R11 

c. dove +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 

d. duv +R1 +R3 +R9 +R11 

e. dived +Reg 

£. divd +R1 

9. do // doywe// 

Preterite // doywe#d// 

a. did +R1 +R9 +R39 

[kleein ] 

[klim] 

[klaym] 

[klowm] 

[kloAm] 

[klAm] 

[kluwm] 

[keymj 

[kAm] 

[dayv] 

[div] 

[dowv] 

[dAv] 

[dayvd] 

[divd] 

[did] 
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10. draw II dro yWe// 

Preterite // droywe#d// 

a. drew +R1 +R3 +R9 

b. drawed *Reg 

11. dream //drem// 

Preterite // drem#d// 

a. dreamed +Reg 

b. dreamt +R1 

c. drimpt +R1 +R54 

d. drimp +R1 +R54 +R56 

12. drink // driNk#d// 

Preterite // driNk#d// 

a. drank +R1 +R3 +R10 

b. drink +R1 +R3 

c. drunk +R1 +R3 +R9 

d. drinked +Reg 

Participle // driNkfn// 

e. drank +R1 +R10 

£. drink +R1 +R4 

g. drunk +R1 +R9 

Participle // driNk#d// 

h. drinked +Reg 

13. drive // driv// 

Preterite // driv#d// 

a. drive +R1 +R3 

[druw] 

[dro Ad] 

[driymd] 

[drempt] 

[drimpt] 

[drimp] 

[dra3 ok] 

[drirjk] 

[drArjk] 

[ d r i o k t ] 

[dr3B ok] 

[ d r i o k ] 

[drAok] 

[ d r i o k t ] 

[drayv] 
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b. driv +R1 +R3 +R11 

c. drove +R1 +R3 + R9 +RI0 

d. druv +R1 +R3 +R9 +R11 

e. drived +Reg 

Participle // drlv#n// 

f. drive +R1 +R4 

g. driv +R1 +R4 +R11 

h. driven +R1 

i. druv +R1 +R4 +R9 +R11 

j. drove(n) (+R1 +R4) +R9 +R10 

14 . eat // et// 

Preterite // et#d// 

a. ate +R1 +R3 +R10 

b. eat +R1 +R3 

c. et +R1 

Participle // et#n// 

d. ate +R1 +R4 +R10 

e. eat +R1 +R4 

f. aten +R10 

g. eaten 

Participle // et#d// 

h. et +R1 

15. fetch //fee// 

Preterite // fec#d// 

a. fetched +Reg 

b. fotch +R1 +R3 +R9 

[driv] 

[drowv] 

[drAV] 

[drayvd] 

[drayv] 

[driv] 

[drivan] 

[dr/\v] 

[drowv(on)] 

[eyt] 

[iyt] 

[et] 

[eyt] 

[iyt] 

[eytan] 

[lytgn] 

[et] 

[feet] 

[fac] 
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16. fight // fext// 

Preterite // fext#d/V 

a. fought +R1 +R3 +R9 

b. fit +R1 +R3 -R32V 

c. fout +R1 +R3 +R9 -R38 

17. fit // fit// 

Preterite // fit#d// 

a. fit +R1 

b. fitted +Reg 

18. freeze //frez// 

Preterite // frez#d// 

a. froze +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 

b. freezed +Reg 

c. frozed +R9 +R10 

19. give // giv// 

Preterite // giv#d// 

a. gave +R1 +R3 +R10 +R11 

b. give +R1 +R3 

c. gived +Reg 

grow // groyw// 

Preterite // groyw#d// 

a. grew +R1 +R3 +R9 

b. growed +Reg 

c. grewed +R9 

Participle // groyw#n// 

20 

[foAt] 

[fit] 

[fawt] 

[fit] 

[fitad] 

[frowz] 

[frlyzd] 

[frowzd] 

[geyv] 

[giv] 

[givd] 

[gruw] 

[growd] 

[gruwd] 
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d. grew +R1 +R4 +R9 

e. grown 

Participle // groyw#d// 

f. growed +Reg 

21. hear //xer// 

Participle // xer#d//' 

a. heard +R1 

b. heerd +Reg 

Participle // xer#n// 

c. heern 

22. kneel // nel// 

Preterite // nel#d// 

a. kneeled +Reg 

b. knelt +R1 

c. kneel +R1 +R3 

d. kneeIt +R1 -R24 III 

e. knailt +R1 -R24 III -R39 

23. learn //'lern// 

Preterite // lern#d// 

a. learned +Reg 

b. learnt +R1 

c. larned +R10 

d. larnt +R1 +R10 

[gruw] 

[grown] 

[growd] 

[hArd] 

[hiArd] 

[hiArn] 

[niyld] 

[nelt] 

[nlyl] 

[niylt] 

[neylt] 

[lArnd] 

[lArnt] 

[laArnd] 

[li-Arnt] 
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24. lie // leye// 

Preterite // leye#d// 

a. lay +R1 +R3 +R10 

b. laid +R10 

lay // las y// lexical variant 

Preterite // lae y#d// 

c. lay +R1 +R3 

d. laid + Reg 

25. ride //rid// 

Participle // rid#n// 

a. ridden +R1 

b. rode +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 

Participle // rid#d// 

c. rid +R1 

26. run // run// 

Preterite // run#d// 

a. ran +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 

b. run +R1 +R3 

c. runned +Reg 

27. rise //riz// 

Preterite // riz#d// 

a. rose +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 

b. rised +Reg 

c. riz +R1 t-R3 +R11 

d. raised +R10 

[ley] 

[leyd] 

[ley] 

[leyd] 

[ridan] 

[rdwd] 

[rid] 

[rae n] 

[rAn] 

[rAnd] 

[rowz] 

[rayzd] 

[riz] 

[reyzd] 
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28 . see // seye// 

Preterite // seye// 

a. saw +R1 +R3 + R9 [soa] 

b. see +R1 +R3 [siy] 

c. seed +Reg [siyd] 

29. shrink // sriNk// 

Preterite // sriNk#d// 

a. shrank +R1 +R3 +R10 [srae ok] 

b. shrunk +R1 +R3 +R9 [srAQk] 
v 

c. shrinked +Reg [sriQkt] 

30. sit // sit// 

Preterite // sit#d// 

a. sat + R1 +R3 +R10 [saet] 

b. sit +R1 [sit] 

c. sot +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 [sat] 

d. set +R1 +R3 double application of 

RIO [set] 

set // set// lexical variant 

Preterite // set#d// 

a. sat +R1 +R3 +R10 [sag t] 

b. sit +R1 +R3 +R39 [sit] 

c. sot +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 [sat] 

d. set +R1 [set] 

31. sweat //swet// 

Preterite // swet#d// 



a. sweat +R1 +R3 [swet] 

b. sweated +Reg [swetad] 

32. swim //swim// 

Preterite // swimld// 

a. swam +R1 +R3 +R10 [swas m] 

b. swum +R1 +R3 +R9 [swAm] 

c. swim +R1 +R3 [swim] 

d. swahm +R1 +R3 +R9 +R11 [swaAm] 

e. sworn +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 [swoAm] 

f. swimmed +Reg [swimd] 

33. take //tae k// 

Preterite // tae k#d// 

a. took +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 [tuk] 

b. tuck +R1 +R3 +R9 +R10 reorder 

R51 before R39 [tAk] 

c. take +R1 +R3 [teyk] 

d. taked +Reg [teykt] 

Preterite // tS kn#d// lexical variant 

e. takened +Reg [teykand] 

Participle // tS k#n// 

f. taken [teykan] 

g. took +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 [tuk] 

h. tuck +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 reorder 

R51 before R39 [tAk] 

i. take +R1 +R4 [teyk] 

Participle // tal k#d// 
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j. taked +Reg [teykt] 

Participle // 1.35 kn#d// lexical variant 

k. takened + Reg [teykand] 

34 . teach // texe// 

Preterite // texe#d// 

a. taught +R1 +R9 [toAt] 

b. teached +Reg [tiyct] 

35. throw // 0royw// 

Preterite // 0royw#d// 

a. threw +R1 +R3 +R9 [0ruw] 

b. throwed +Reg [Growd] 

36. wake // wa§ k// 

Preterite // w ® k#d// 

a. woke +R1 +R3 +R9 [w5wk] 

b. waked + Reg [weykt] 

Preterite // waj kn#d// lexical variant 

c. wakened +Reg [weykand] 

37: write //writ// 

Participle // writ#n// 

a. written +R1 [ritan] 

b. wrote +R1 +R4 +R9 +R10 [rowt] 

Participle // writ#d// 

c. writ +R1 [rit] 



CHAPTER III 

SYSTEMATIC CONJUGATION 

3.1 Classes of standard verbs. The derivational paths 

of the forms given in the preceding lexicon are fully speci-

fied. Every readjustment rule needed to produce the form is 

given. A more useful lexicon may be compiled, however, if it 

is observed that certain patterns emerge from the combinations 

of readjustment rules used to produce each form. These pat-

terns may be used to classify the forms. Griggs and. Rulon 

(forthcoming) have pointed out that certain readjustment rules 

are characteristic of each verb class. The classes of English 

verbs are here characterized in some detail. 

Regular verbs. -- The inflectional suffix for both the 

preterite and the past participle is // d// . Rule 1 does not 

operate as it does in irregular verbs; thus the /d/ is retained 

(though perhaps devoiced) in the surface structure. Rules 9, 

10, and 11 do not operate. The preterite and past participle 

surface with the vowel stem identical to the present form. 

Weak verbs. -- Both the past tense marker and the past 

participle marker are // d// . These verbs are therefore 

classified -en. Rule 1 typically operates to replace // #// 
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with /+/. Since Rule 1 does operate, one usually finds a 

devoiced final consonant and a lax vowel in the preterite and 

past participle. 

Strong verbs. -- There are three classes of strong verbs, 

reflecting three different relationships among the forms of 

the paradigm. If the stem of the participle and the stem of 

the present are the same, or differ only in the laxness or 

tenseness of the vowel, the conjugation is Class I. If the 

stem of the participle and the stem of the preterite are the 

same, the conjugation is Class II. If all three stems are 

different, the conjugation is Class III. 

Rule 1 typically replaces // #// with /+/. Rule 3 

usually operates in the preterite to delete /d/. Since the 

participle marker is // n// , this class of verbs is marked +en. 

Mixed verbs. -- This classification accounts for paradigms 

that surface with one form +regular and one form -regular. 

Since the regular form may be either the preterite or the 

past participle, there are two classes of mixed verbs. If 

the regular form surfaces as the past participle, the participle 

marker will necessarily be // d// and the class is marked +Mxd 

-en. If the regular form surfaces as the preterite, the 

participle marker will necessarily be // n// , and the class is 

marked +Mxd +en. 
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3.2 Possible verb paraclijms. The following examples 

may be used to illustrate the possible classifications of 

the verb bring. These variants of bring are found in 

McDavid's dialect material. 

1. bring bringed bringed 

2. bring brought brought 

3. bring brang bring 

bring brung bring 

4. bring brang brang 

bring brung brung 

5. bring brang brung 

6. bring brang bringed 

bring bringed brung 

+regular 

weak -en 

strong +en +1 

strong +en +11 

strong +en +III 

+Mxd -en 

+Mxd +en 

There follows a diagram of the seven classes of English 

verbs. The verb paradigms are from Virginia McDavid's study. 

Although she lists preterites and past participles separately 

in most cases, she does report these paradigms as occurring 

in the speech of an individual informant. 
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/e§ 
grow 
growed 
growed -reg 

+en 
+ 1 
! 

grow 
grew 
grown 

English 
Verb 

Segment 

•regular -reeular +mixed 

+ en 
(strong) 

-en 
(weak) 

\ 
-reg 
+en • 
+ 11 
I 

climb 
clum 
clum 

-reg 
+en 
+ I I I 

I 
drink 
drank 
drunk 

-reg 
-en 

eat 
et 
et 

+en 

climb 
climbed 
d i m 

-en 

climb 
clim 
climbed 

Fig.4--The seven classes of English verbs 

List of standard irregular verbs. Griggs and Rulon's 

list (forthcoming) of irregular verbs in standard academic 

English, mainly those reported by Bloch (1947), is included 

here. This list will be expanded later with the addition of 

dialect forms from McDavid's data. Some verbs have more than 

one possible conjugation. Parentheses around the word mark 

an alternate regular conjugation. The whole list of mixed 

verbs is enclosed in parentheses since they all may have regular 

conjugations. Alternate irregular conjugations are marked by 

the appropriate Roman numeral for a strong conjugation, W for 

weak, and M for mixed, each in parentheses. 
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Weak verbs. -- bend, (bereave), (beseech), bet, bid (I), 

bite (I), bleed, (blend) , breed, bring, build, (burn), 

(burst), buy, can, cast, catch, (chide (I)), (cleave (II)), 

clothe, cost, creep, cut, deal, (dream), (dwell), feed, feel, 

(fit), flee, (gild), (gird), have, hear, hide (I), hit, hurt, 

keep, (kneel), (knit), lead, (lean), (leap), (learn), leave, 

lend, let, (light), lose, make, may, mean, meet, (pen), (plead), 

put, quit, read, (rend), (rid), say, seek, sell, send, set, 

shall, shed, shit, (shoe), shoot, shut, sleep, slide, (slit), 

(smell), (speed), (spell), spend, (spill), spit (X), (split), 

(spoil) , spread, stand, (sweat), sweep, teach, tell, think, 

thrust, tread (II), use, (wed), weep, went, (wet), will, 

(work/wreak). 

Strong ve rb s, Class I_. -- be, (bid (W)) , blow, come, do, 

draw, drive, eat, fall, forsake, give, go, grow, know, ride, 

rise, run, see, shake, (shrive), take, (thrive), throw, write. 

Strong verbs, Class IJ_. -- bear, beat, (bide), bind, 

bite(W), break, (chide(ft)), choose, (cleave(W)), cling, dig, 

(dive(M)), fight, find, fling, freeze, get, grind, hang, 

(heave), hide(W), hold, lie, (shear(M)), shine, shrink(III), 

sink(111) , sit, sling, slink, smite(I), speak, spin, 

spring(I II), (3 tnve), steal, stick, sting, stink(III), 

stride(I), strike s (string), swear, (swell(M)), swing(III), 

tear, (tread(W)), (wake), wear, weave, win, wind, wring. 

Strong verbs, Class III. -- begin, drink, fly, ring, 

shrink(I.I), sing, sink(II), spring(II), stink(II), swim, 

swing(II). 
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Mixed verbs. ™- (crov, dive(II), hew, lade, melt, mow, 

prove, rive, saw, sew, shear(II) , show, sow, strew, swell(II)). 

3.4 Readjustment rule application by classes. Each class 

of verbs is characterized by certain combinations of readjust-

ment rules. This is reflected in the relationship between the 

inflectional suffix and the preceding boundary. In some cases 

Rule 1 operates to replace // #// with /+/, and in some it does 

not. The following chart shows the suffixes and preceding 

boundaries in the major verb classes after the operation of 

readjustment rules. 

TABLE III 

INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXES AND PRECEDING BOUNDARIES IN 
THE MAJOR VERB CLASSES 

Preterite Participle 

Regular 

Strong 

/#d/ 

/+d/ 

/ + 4>/ 

tw 

/+n/, /#n/ 

/ + <f>/ 

Weak 

Mixed 

/ +d/ 

/#d/ 

hi>! 

/ +d/ 

/+n/ 

/#d/ 
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Readjustment rules do not normally apply to regular verbs, 

Rule 1 usually operates in both preterite and participle forms 

of all irregular verbs. Rule 3 operates in the preterite of 

the three classes of strong verbs. Rule 9 applies to the 

preterite of Class I and Class II strong verbs and to the 

participle of Class II and Class III verbs. Rule 10 applies 

to the preterite of Class I and Class III strong verbs. Of 

course, other readjustment rules may apply, but these occur 

in characteristic combinations. It may be explained in chart 

form as follows: 

TABLE IV 

CHARACTERISTIC COMBINATIONS OF READJUSTMENT 
RULES IN THE MAJOR VERB CLASSES 

Preterite Participle 

Weak Verbs +R1 +R1 

Strong Class I +R1 
+R3 
+R9 
+R10 

+R1 

Strong Class II + R1 
+R3 
+R9 

+R1 
+R9 

Strong Class 111 + R1 
+R3 
+R10 

+R1 
+R9 
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It is possible to classify a form by the combination of 

readjustment rules used in its derivation. The occurrence 

of certain combinations is thus a redundant feature of the 

form's classification. The characteristic combinations have 

been formulated by Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming) as conjugation 

rules. These rules, which are listed below, may be read in 

the conventional manner, with but one exception. Single and 

double vertical lines separate information given about the 

three forms of the paradigm. The present form is represented 

to the left of the single vertical line. Between the double 

and single vertical lines is the preterite form. The past 

participle form is to the right of the double line. 

3.5 Conjugation rules. 

(a) 
0 > +R1 / [-reg] W 

(b) 0 > +R3 / 

(c) <f> ----> 

(d) 0 

+R9 

+R10 / 

-reg 

+ en 

+ 1 

+ 11 

W 

w 

[ +111 ] w 

+1 

+III 
w 

X 
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*< R9 

(e ) p 2* p R10 

yRl.1 
/ 

-re g •x R9 

-en W pRIO 

+ 11 yRll 

3.6 Conjugation of incomplete paradigms. The conjugation 

rules were designed to classify complete paradigms. Complete 

paradigms are not available, in most cases, from Virginia 

McDavid's data. However, it is possible to postulate the 

whole paradigm from the classification of a single form. For 

instance, McDavid reports the occurrence of drove as a 

preterite of drive. Drove exhibits the combination of read-

justment rules that is characteristic of strong Class I 

preterites. Since Class I present and participle stems are 

the same, the participle in this paradigm will surface as 

driven. An expanded lexicon at the end of this chapter gives 

the classification of such incomplete paradigms. Most of the 

forms may be classified in the above manner. 

Some forms, however, lack one or more rules required to 

meet any classification. Driv, also reported as a preterite 

of drive, uses Rules 1, 3, and 11: not the proper combination 

for any class. The solution to the problem presented by such 

forms is suggested by McDavid's comment on frequently oc-

curring preterite-past participle combinations. She says of 
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the verb climb, "The forws for the past participle are sub-

stantially the same as those for the preterite, and occur in 

the same proportions and with the same distributions. The 

same form is generally used for both, i.e., climbed-climbed 

or clum-clum" (1957:26-27). 

This is not to imply that an individual speaker would 

use only one paradigm. Certainly an individual might use a 

variety of alternate forms for both the preterite and the 

participle form. However, the speakers of this dialect appear 

to have a tendency to produce leveled preterite-past parti-

ciple combinations. McDavid states, "What doubtless occurs 

is the leveling of preterite and past participle, with the 

consequent use of did and done, s_aw and seen, or took and 

taken for either preterit or past participle" (1957:72-73). 

Accordingly, this paper will assume a leveled paradigm for 

both preterite and past participle forms that do not fit the 

conjugation rules for a particular class. 

Thus, if the weak preterite et is the only form given 

for a paradigm of eat, it may be assumed that the past parti-

ciple is also ejb. A regular past participle may be postulated 

to accompany a regular preterite. A strong past participle 

will accompany a strong preterite, producing a strong Class II 

paradigm. Further justification for this classification is 

provided by Griggs and Rulon (forthcoming), who have found 

Class II to be the prevailing class of strong verbs in standard 

usage. 
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3.7 Description of lexicon. An expanded lexicon appears 

at the end of this chapter. It provides more information 

about the dialect forms given in the first lexicon. It gives 

their classification and postulated paradigm. The structure 

of this lexicon is similar to that of the first. The verbs 

are listed alphabetically. Beside each is the underlying 

lexical representation. Any lexical variation is listed above 

the forms derived from it. Directly beneath the lexical 

representation is the standard academic paradigm of the verb 

(Griggs and Rulon forthcoming) and its phonetic notation. 

The standard paradigm is included to provide comparison with 

McDavid's dialect forms. The dialect forms and their classi-

fications are listed next. The form of the paradigm that is 

postulated from the evidence is given in parentheses. Thus, 

some paradigms may appear twice, with a different form in 

parentheses each time. 

Like the conjugation rules, specific information about 

the forms of the paradigm is given between vertical lines. 

General information that applies to all three forms is given 

to the left of a colon. A lexical entry has the following 

form: 

1. verb //underlying lexical form// 

standard paradigm class pres. j pret. || part. 

[phonetic form] 
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a. dialect paradigm class general: pres. | pret. j| part. 

[phonetic form] 

// lexical variant// 

b. dialect paradigm class pres. | pret. || part. 

[phonetic form] 

In the preceding illustration, the abbreviations pres., 

pret., and part, stand for present form, preterite form, and 

participle form, respectively. Many paradigms, of course, fit 

the conjugation rules precisely, so that it is not necessary 

to give special information about one paradigm form. 

Special information about a single form must be given in 

the lexical entry when the derivation involves a violation of 

the conjugation rules or an idiosyncracy of readjustment or 

phonological rules. For instance, most weak verbs do not show 

Ablaut. However, brought, a preterite of bring, is clearly a 

weak form, though it does have Ablaut. It is marked -en+R9 

in the lexicon. Note that conjugation rule (c) makes it 

possible to mark only the preterite of weak verbs and strong 

II verbs for certain rules. In these cases, it is understood 

that since the preterite is marked, the participle will be 

also. 

Several special problems come up in the derivational 

processes recorded in the lexicon. These special problems 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

[bagin bagae n bagAn] 

[bagin bag® n bagAnj 

3 . 8 Lexicon. 

begin // be+gin te -g.ixî d be ̂ in'fn//' 

begin began begun +en +111 

a. begin began (begun) +en + T11 

b. begin began (begin) +en +11 1-R9 [bagin bagin bagin] 

c. begin begun (begun) +en +11 [bagin bagAn bagAn] 

// gin gin#d gin#n // 

d. gin gin (gin) +en +11 1-R9 

bite // bit bit#d bit#n// 

bite bit bitten +en +11 

a. bite(bit) bitten +en +11 

// bit bit#d bit#d.// 

b. bite(bit)bit -en 

blow // bloyW bloy^M bloyW#n// 

[bagin gin gin] 

[blyt bit bitan] 

[bayt bit biton] 

[bayt bit bit] 

blow blew blown +en +1 1-RIO [blow bluw blown] 

a. blow blew (blew) +en +11 | | |+R4 [blow bluw bluw] 

// bloyw bloyw#d bloyw#d// 

b. blow blewed (blewed) +Mxd -en 
I+R9 II+R9 [blow bluwd bluwd] 

[blow bldwed blowd] 

[brio broAt broAt] 

c. blow blowed (blowed) +Reg 

bring //breNy breNy#d breNy#d// 

bring brought brought -en I+R9 

a. bring brought (brought) -en I+R9[brio broAt broAt] 

//breNy breNy#d breNy#n// 

b. bring brang (brung) +en +111 Fbrin bra;n brAnl 
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c. bring bring (bring) +en +11 

i -R9 

d. bring brung (brung) + en +11 

catch // kaexe kaexe#d kaexe#d// 

catch caught caught -en 1+R9 

a. catch caught (caught) -en I+R9 

[brio brio brio] 

[brio brao br ao] 

v 

[kae c koAt koAt] 
V 

[kae c koAt koAt] 

b. catch ketched (ketched) +Mxd -en v v v 

I +R10 I i +R10 [kae c kect kect] 

c. fcatch catched (cathed) +Reg 

d. catch kitched (kitched) +Mxd -en 
I+R10 +R39 I I+R10 +R39 

[kae c kae ct kae ct] 

[kae c kict kict] 

//kae c kaec#d kae c#d// lexical variant 

e. catch kotch(ed) (kotch(ed)) ^lxd 
-en I(+R1 +R3) +R9 

I!(+R1 +R3)+R9 

climb // KliNb kliNb#d kliNb#d// 

climb climbed climbed +Reg 
-R24III: 

a. climb climbed (climbed) +Reg 
-R24III: 

b. climb (climbed) climbed +Reg 

-R24III: 

// kliNb kl.iNb#d kliNbfn// 

c. climb clahm (climb) +en +1 
-R24III I-R31 I I-R24III 

d. climb clam (clum) +en +11I 
-R24III I I I+R11 

e. climb clim (clim) +en +11 
-R24III I-R9 

£. climb climb (climb) +en +11 
-R24III : I-R9 

[kae c kac(t) kac(t) ] 

[klaym klaymd klaymd] 

[klaym klaymd klaymd] 

[klaym klaymd klaymd] 

[klaym klam klaym] 

[klaym klaem klAm] 

[klaym klim klim] 

[klaym klaym klaym] 
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7. 

g. climb clome (climb) +en +1 
-R24III; 

h. climb clom (clinb) +en +1 
-R24III i Ii -R24III 

i. climb clum (clum) +en +11 
-R24III 1 +R11 

j . climb clume (climb) +en +1 
-R24III : I double application 

of R39 

k. climb (clahm) clahm +en +11 
-R24III I+R10 -R31 I ! -R31 

1. climb (clam) clam +en +11 
-R24III I -R9 +R10 

m. climb (clim) d i m +en +11 
-R24III I 

n. climb (climb) climb +en +11 
-R24III:I -R9 

o. climb (clome) clome +en +11 
-R24111 :l +R10 

p. climb (clom) clom +en +11 
-R24III I+R10 

q. climb (clum) clum +en +11 
-R24III i 

r. climb (clume) clume +en +11 
-R241II:!+R10 

double application of R39 I I 
double application of R39 

come // kum kum#d kum#n// 

come came come +en +1 +R11 

a. come came (come) +en + 1 1 +R11 

b. come come (come) +en +11 I -R9 

klaym klowm klaym] 

klaym kl5 Am klaym] 

klaym klAm klAm] 

klaym kluwm klaym] 

klaym klam klam] 

klaym klae m k l $ m ] 

klaym klim klim] 

klaym klaym klaym] 

klaym klowm klowm] 

klaym kl5Am kl5Am] 

klaym klAm klAm] 

klaym kluwm kluwm] 

kAm keym kAm] 

kAm keym kAm] 

[kAm kAm kAm] 
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dive // div div#d div#n// 

dive dove dove +en +11 I+R10 

a. dive dive (dive) +en +11 I-R9 
! I +R4 

b. dive div (div) +en +11 I-R9 

+ R11 I I+R4 

c. dive dove (diven) +en +1 

d. dive duv (duv) +en +11 I+R11 

// div div#d div#d dlv#d// 

e. dive dived (dived) +Reg 

f. dive divd (divd) -en I+R8 I I+R8 

do // doyWe doyWe#d doyWe#n// 

do did done +en +1 I-R3 -RIO 

+R39 !I+R25 

// doyWe doyWe#d doyWe#d// 

do did (did) -en I+R8 +R9 +R39 
I I <-R8 +R39 

10. draw // droyWe droyWe#d droyWe#n// 

draw drew drawn +en +1 

a: draw drew (drew) +en +11 I 

I I+R4 

// droyWe droyWe#d droyWe#d// 

b. draw drawed (drawed) +Reg 

11. dream // drem drem#d drem#d// 

dream dreamed dreamed +Reg 

a. dreetm dreamed (dreamed) +Reg 

[dayv dowv dowv] 

[dayv dayv dayv] 

[dayv div div] 

[dayv dowv divan] 

[dayv dAV dAv] 

[dayv dayvd dayvd] 

[dayv divd divd] 

[duw did dAn] 

[duw did did] 

[droa druw droAn] 

[droA druw driiw] 

[droa droAd droAd] 

[driym driymd driymd] 

[driym driymd driymd] 
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b. dream dreamt (dreamt) -en 

c. dream drimpt (drimpt) -en I+R54 
!I+ R54 

d. dream drimp (drimp) -en I+R54 
+R56 iI+R54 + R56 

12 . drink // driNk driNkfd driNk# n// 

drink drank drunk +en + 111 

a. drink drank (drunk) +en +11I 

b. drink drink (drink) +en +11 I-R9 

c. drink drunk (drunk) +en +11 

d. drink (drank) drank +en +11 
!-R9 +R10 II+R4 

e. drink (drink) drink +en +11 

I -R9 

f. drink (drunk) drunk +en +11 

// driNk driNk#d driNk#d// 

g. drink drinked (drinked) +Reg 

h. drink (drinked) drinked +Reg 

13. drive // driv driv#d driv#n// 

drive drove driven +en +1 

a. drive drive (drive) +en +11 
I-R9 I I+R4 

b. drive driv (driv) +en +11 I-R9 

+ R11 I I+R4 

c. drive drove (driven) +en +1 

d. drive druv (druv) +en +11 
i +R11 I I+R4 

[driym drempt drem.pt] 

[driym drimpt drimpt] 

[driym drimp drimp] 

[driok drae ok drAQk] 

[driok draeQk drAqk] 

[driok driqk driok] 

[driok drAok drAok] 

[driok drae ok drae ok] 

[driok driok driok] 

[driok drAok drAok] 

[driok driokt driqkt] 

[driok driokt driokt] 

[drayv drowv driven] 

[drayv drayv drayv] 

[drayv driv driv] 

[drayv drowv driven] 

[drayv drAV drAv] 
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e. drive (drive) drive +en +11 I-R9 
I I+R4 [drayv drayv drayv] 

f. drive (driv) driv +en +11 I-R9 

+R11 I I+R4 [drayv driv driv] 

g. drive (drove) driven +en +1 [drayv drowv drivan] 

h. drive (druv) druv +en +11 I+R11 
I|+R4 [drayv drAV drAV] 

i. drive (drove) drove(n) +en +11 
I+R10 ||(+R1) [drayv drowv drowv(an)] 

// driv driv#d drlv#d// 

j. drive drived (drived) +Reg [drayv drayvd drayvd] 

14. eat // et et#d et#n// 

eat ate eaten +en +1 {-R9 ||-R1 [iyt eyt lytan] 

a. eat ate (et) +en III | ||+R4 -R9 [iyt eyt et] 

b. eat eat (eat) +en +11 |-R9 
I|+R4 [iyt iyt iyt] 

c. eat (ate) ate(n) +en +11 !-R9 

+R10 I I (+R1 +R4) [iyt eyt eytan] 

d. eat (eat) eat +en +11 I-R9 lI+R4 [iyt iyt iyt] 

e. eat (ate) eaten +en +1 I-R9 
I|-R1 [iyt eyt iytan] 

// et et#d et#d// 

f. eat et (et) -en [iyt et et] 

g. eat (et) et -en [iyt et et] 

15. fetch //fee fec#d fec#d// 
V V V 

fetch fetched fetched +Reg [fee feet feet] 
V V V 

a. fetch fetch (fetched) +Reg [fee feet feet] 

// fee fec#d fec#n// 

b. fetch fotch (fotch) +en +11 v _v _v 
[ i I+R4 [fee fac fac] 
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16. fight // fext fextfld fextln// 

fight fought fought +en +11 

a. fight fought (fought) +en +11 

b. fight fout (fout) +en +11 

I-R38 I I-R38 

// fext fext#d fext#d// 

c. fight fit (fit) -en I-R32V 
I I-R32V 

17 

18. 

19 

fit // fit fit#d fit#d// 

fit fit fit -en 

a. fit fit (fit) -en 

b. fit fitted (fitted) +Reg 

freeze // frez frez#d frez#n// 

freeze froze frozen +en +11 
I+R10 I I-R1 

a. freeze froze (freezen) +en +1 

I ll-Rl 

// frez frez#d frez#d// 

freeze freezed (freezed) +Reg 
b, 

c, freeze frozed (frozed) +Mxd -en 
I+R9 +R10 

I I+R9 +R10 

[fayt foAt foAt] 

[fayt foAt foAt] 

[fayt fawt fawt] 

[fayt fit fit] 

[fit fit fit] 

[fit fit fit] 

[fit fitsd fitad] 

[friyz frowz frowzan] 

[friyz frowz friyzen] 

[friyz friyzd friyzd] 

[friyz frowzd frowzd] 

give // giv giv#d giv#n// 

give gave given +en +1 I-R9 +R11 [giv geyv given] 

a. give gave (given) +en +1 I-R9 
+R11 

b. give give (give) +en +11 I-R9 
I I +R4 

// giv giv#d giv#d// 

[giv geyv givan] 

[giv giv giv] 
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c. give gived (gived) +Reg [giv givd givd] 

20. 

21, 

22 

grow // groyw groyw#d groyW#n// 

grow grew grown +en + 1 [grow 

a. grow grew (grew) +en +11 | i|+R4 [grow 

b. grow (grew) grew +en +11 I M+R4[gr0w 

c. grow (grew) grown +en +1 

// groyw groyw#d groyw#d// 

d. grow growed (growed) +Reg 

e. grow (growed) growed +Reg 

f. grow grewed (grewed) +Mxd -en 
I+R9 I I +R9 

hear // xer xer#d xer#d// 

hear heard heard -en 

a. hear (heard) heard -en 

b. hear (heerd) heerd +Reg 

// xer xer#d xer#n// 

c. hear (heerd) heern +Mxd +cn 

kneel // nel nel#d nel#d// 

kneel kneeled kneeled +Reg 

a. kneel kneeled (kneeled) +Reg 

b. kneel knelt (knelt) -en 

c. kneel kneelt (kneelt) -en 
I-R24III I!-R24III 

d. kneel knailt (knailt) -en 
I-R24I1I -R39 iI-R24III -R39 

// nel nel#d nel#n/7 

gruw gr5wn] 

gruw gruw] 

grflw gruw] 

[grow gruw grown] 

[grow growd grSwd] 

[grow gr5wd growd] 

[grow gruwd gruwd] 

[hiAr hArd hArd] 

[hiAr hArd hArd] 

[hiAr hiArd hiArd] 

[hiAr hiArd hiArn] 

[niyl nlyld niyld] 

[niyl niyld niyld] 

[niyl nelt nelt] 

[niyl nlylt nlylt] 

[niyl neylt neylt] 
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23. 

24. 

25. 

e. kneel kneel (kneel) +en +11 l-R9 _ 
1| +R4 [niyl niyl niyl] 

learn // lern lern#d lern#d// 

learn learned learned +Reg 

a. learn learned (learned) +Reg 

b. learn learnt (learnt) -en 

[lArn lArnd lArnd] 

[lArn lArnd lArnd] 

[lArn lArnt lArnt] 

c. learn larned (larned) +Mxd -en 
I+R10 ll+R10[lArn laArnd laArnd] 

d. learn larnt (larnt) +Mxd -en 
l+Rl +R10 il+Rl +R10 [lArn laArnt laArnt] 

[lay ley leyn] 

[lay ley leyn] 

lie // leys leye#d 1 eye#n// 

lie lay lain +en +11 -R9 +R10 

a. lie lay (lain) +en +11 I-R9 

+R10 

// leye leye#d leye#d// 

b. lie laid (laid) +Mxd -en 

I+R10 I I+R10 [lay leyd leyd] 

// lay lae y#d 1® y #d// lexical variant 

c. lay laid (laid) +Reg [ley leyd leyd] 

// l£E y lae y#d las y#n// 

d. lay lay (lain) +en +11 |-R9 [ley ley leyn] 
ride // rid rid#d rid#n// 

ride rode ridden +en +1 

a. ride (rode) ridden +en +1 

b. ride (rode) rode +en +11 I+R10 

U rid rld#d rid#d// 

c. ride (rid) rid -en 

[rayd rowd ridan] 

[rayd rowd ridan] 

[rayd rdwd rowd] 

[rayd rid rid] 
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26. rise // riz riz#d riz#n// 

rise rose risen +en +1 

a. rise rose (risen) +en +1 

// riz rlz#d riz#d// 

b. rise rised (rised) +Reg 

c. rise riz (riz) -en 

d. rise raised (raised) +Mxd -en 
1 +R10 | | +R10 

27. run // run run#d run#n// 

run ran run +en +1 

a. run ran (run) +en + 1 

b. run run (run) +en +11 -R9 

// run run#d rua#d// 

c. run runned (runned) +Reg 

28 i see //seye seye#d seye#n// 

see saw seen +en +1 | I I-R1 

a. see saw (saw) +en +11 

b. see see (see) +en +11 |-R9 
I I+R4 

// seye seye#d seye#d// 

c. see seed (seed) +Reg 

29. shrink //sriNk sriNk#d sriNk#n// 

shrink shrank shrunk +en +11I 

[rayz rowz rizsn] 

[rayz rowz rizan] 

[rayz rayzd rayzd] 

[rayz riz riz] 

[rayz reyzd reyzd] 

[r An ras n r An] 

[rAn Tde n rAn] 

[rAn rAn rAn] 

[rAn rAnd rAnd] 

[siy SOA siyn] 

[siy SOA SOA] 

[siy siy siy] 

[siy siyd siyd] 

V V v 

[srirjk sras Qk srAtjk] 
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a. shrink shrank (shrunk) + en +11I [sriqk srae Qk srAqk] 

V V V 

b . s h r i n k s h r u n k (shrunk) + en +11 [srijjk s r A Q k srArjk] 

// sriNk sr.iNk#d sriNk#d// 
V V V 

c. shrink shrinked (shrinked) +Reg [sriok sriqkt srirjkt] 

30. sit // sit sit#d sit#n// 

sit sat sat +en +11 |-R9 +R10 
I I +R4 [sit sas t sss t] 

a. sit sat (sot) +en +III | ||+R4 

+R10 [sit>.saj t sat] 

b. sit sit (sit) -en [sit sit sit] 

c. sit sot (sit) +en +1 j tf+R4 [sit sat sit] 

d. sit set (set) +en +11 |-R9 
double application of RIO 

+R4 double application of RIO [sit set set] 

,// set set#d set#n// lexical variant 

e. set sat (sot) +en +III | I|+R4 
+R10 [set see t sat] 

f. set sit (sit) +en +11 |-R9 
+R39 ||+R4 +R39 [set sit sit] 

g. set sot (sot) +en +1 | ||+R4 [set sat sat] 

h. set set (set) -en [set set set] 

31. sweat //swet swet#d swet#d// 

sweat sweat sweat -en [swet swet swet] 

a. sweat sweat (sweat) -en [swet swet swet] 

b. sweat sweated (sweated) +Reg [swet swetad sweted] 
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32. swim //swim swim#d swim#n// 

swim swam swum +en +11I 

a. swim swam (swum) +en +11I 

b. swim swum (swum) +en +11 

c. swim swim (swim) +en +11 I-R9 

[swim swae m swAm] 

[swim swas m swAm] 

[swim swAm swAm] 

[swim swim swim] 

d. swim swahm (swahm) +en +11 l+Rll [swim swaAm swaAm] 

e. swim swom (swim) +en +1 

// swim swim#d swim#d// 

£. swim swimmed (swimmed) +Reg 

33. take // taS k tai k#d tae k#n// 

take took taken +en +1 I II -R1 

a. take took (taken) +en +1 I Il-Rl 

b. take tuck (taken) +en +1 I 
reorder R51 before R39 I I-R1 

c. take take (take) +en +11 I-R9 
I 1+R4 

d. take (took) took +en +11 I+R10 

e. take (tuck) tuck +en +11 I+R10 
reorder RSI before R39 

fI reorder R51 before R39 

f. take (took) taken +en +1 l I i-Rl 

g. take (take) take +en +11 

I-R9 I I+R4 

// tie k tag k#d tie k#d// 

h. take taked (taked) +Reg 

i. take (taked) taked +Reg 

[swim swoAm swim] 

[swim swimd swimd] 

[teyk tuk teykan] 

[teyk tuk teykan] 

[teyk tAk teykan] 

[teyk teyk teyk] 

[teyk tuk tuk] 

[teyk tAk tAk] 

[teyk tuk tuk] 

[teyk teyk teyk] 

[teyk teykt teykt] 

[teyk teykt teykt] 
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// tae kn tie kn#d tae kn#d// lexical variant 

34. 

j. take takened (takened) +Reg 

k. take (takened) takened +Reg 

teach // texe texe#d texe#d// 

teach taught taught -en | +R9 

a. teach taught (taught) -en |+R9 

b. teach teached (teached) +Reg 

throw // 0royw 9royw#d 0royw#n// 

throw threw thrown +en +1 

a. throw threw (threw) +en +11 
I II+R4 

// 0royw 0royw#d 0royw#d// 

b. throw throwed (throwed) +Reg 

36. wake // was k wae k#d was k#n// 

wake woke woke(n) +en +11 | |! 
(-R1) 

35. 

37. 

[teyk teykend teykand] 

[teyk teykend teykand] 

v 

[txyc toAt toAt] 
M V 

[tiyc toAt toAt] 
V V V 

[txyc tiyct txyct] 

[Grow Gruw Grown] 

[0row 0ruw 0ruw] 

[0r5w Growd Growd] 

[weyk wowk weyksn] 

[weyk wowk wowk] wake woke (woke) +en +11 

// w5 k was k#d was k#d// 

weyk waked (waked) +Reg 

// was kn wa? kn#d wiE kn#d// lexical variant 

waken wakened (wakened) +Reg [weyksn weykand weykand] 

[weyk weykt weykt] 

write // writ writ#d wr.it#n// 

write wrote written +en +1 

a. write (wrote) written +en +1 

b. write (wrote) wrote +en +11 
I +R10 

// writ writ#d wr.it#d// 

[rayt rowt riten] 

[rayt rowt ritsnj 

[rayt rowt rowt] 
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CHAPTER IV 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

4.1 Pleonastic forms. Several kinds of problems arise 

in the derivations of dialect forms. Two main problem groups 

are treated in this chapter, pleonastic forms and invariable 

paradigms. Several individual problem forms are also discussed. 

Some forms appear to fit more than one classification. 

Pleonastic forms retain the // #// before the dental suffix, a 

characteristic of regular verbs, but they also show vowel 

gradation, a characteristic of strong irregular verbs. Ten 

such pleonastic forms appear in McDavid's data. They are 

blewed, ketched, kitched, kotched, frozed, grewed, lamed, 

larnt, laid, and raised. Rule 1 does not apply to these forms, 

so underlying // d// is retained as the tense marker. Rules 

9, 10, and 11 or a combination of these do apply, therefore 

vowel gradation takes place. Pleonastic forms may be con-

sidered +mixed, since they contain features common to both 

regular and irregular verbs. Mixed, as earlier defined, 

refers to elements of a paradigm. However, it may be extended 

to refer to the features of those elements themselves. 

In some cases, verbs that appear to be pleonastic may 

originate from slightly different underlying forms. Thus, 

49 
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[leyd] is a pleonastic preterite of lie, from underlying 

// leys// . However, [leyd] is a regular preterite of lay, 

from underlying // lasy//. In fact, McDavid does report lay 

as a variant present tense of lie. Therefore, the preterite 

[leyd] may be handled either as a pleonastic form or as a 

regular form. 

Other apparent pleonastics may also result from a 

slightly different underlying form. The preterites [teykond], 

[weykand], and the past participle [weykand] are historically 

similar and may form a natural class. For these, it is 

reasonable to posit an underlying form that includes n before 

the word boundary. The underlying forms are: // tas kn// and 

//waekn//. The preterites and past participle are then 

regular surface structures of a slightly variant underlying 

form. Though they are not reported by McDavid, it is 

reasonable to assume the existence of present tense waken 

and taken. 

4*2 Invariable paradigms. Several preterite and past 

participle forms found in McDavid's study have the same 

surface structure as the present form. These invariable 

forms may be handled in one of several ways. One possible 

way to handle the problem is to posit a fourth class of 

strong verbs. Since the arrangement of forms in each of the 

strong verb classes is what distinguishes one class from 
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another, it would be possible to set up a fourth class on 

that basis. Class IV would specify that both the preterite 

and the past participle have the same structure as the present 

form. However, this system is too similar to the conjugation 

of regular verbs to provide a distinctly different class. It 

is possible, then, that invariable forms should be classed as 

regular forms with the inflectional suffixes deleted. This 

would require the formulation of a new phonological rule to 

delete the suffix. However, the most likely classification 

is strong Class II. In this case, the only adjustment that 

need be made is to block the operation of Ablaut that, ac-

cording to conjugation rules, occurs in Class II. Accordingly, 

these forms are marked +en +11 in the lexicon. There are 

nineteen such forms reported by McDavid. They are preterites; 

begin, bring, climb, come, dive, drink, drive, eat, give, 

kneel, run, see , swim, take, and participles ; climb, drink, 

drive, eat, and take. 

4.3 N-Preterites. Another group of problem forms that 

McDavid reports are preterites that exhibit // n// as the past 

tense marker. There are nine such forms done, driven, eaten, 

gin (preterite of give), grown, seen, taken, thrown, and 

woken. Evidently there are conditions under which // n// may 

be used as the past tense marker. However, since complete 

paradigms are not available from individual dialect speakers, 

and since there is no correlate in standard usage to which 
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one may turn for comparison, it is difficult, if not impos-

sible , to determine just what conditions those are. Therefore, 

the nine n-preterites have been excluded from the lexicon. 

4.4 Intransitive-transitive pairs. McDavid reports 

several individual problem forms that deserve discussion here. 

Two intransitive verbs are reported with present tense 

variants that are only transitive in standard speech. The 

intransitive verb sit has as a present tense variant transi-

tive set. Lie, an intransitive verb, also has a transitive 

present tense variant, lay. The context recorded in linguistic 

atlas materials for the first pair is, "Sit down." Set, as 

used here in the present tense, is probably not a surface 

variant of the same underlying form from which sit is derived, 

since an inordinate manipulation of the rules is required to 

produce it. It appears, then, that informants who use set 

in the above context recognize two distinct intransitive verbs 

with the same semantic interpretation. There is sit, in-

transitive, and set, which may be either intransitive or 

transitive. 

Likewise, lay, though it may be derived from the same 

underlying form as lie, is more probably a distinctly different 

verb. It is recorded in the context, "I'm going to lie down." 

Lay, like set, may be either intransitive or transitive. It 

is unfortunate that no data is reported on transitive lay and 

set from which linguists could ascertain whether or not these 

have intransitive variants. 
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4.5 Gin. Gin, as a preterite variant of begin, presents 

a problem until one considers that begin is possibly an 

inchoative form. The verb become may be analyzed as inchoative 

"come to be." Likewise, begin may be analyzed as "gin to be." 

It is not unreasonable, then, to assume deletion of the prefix 

and treat preterite gin as one would treat preterite begin. 

Gin may therefore be considered a strong Class II form without 

Ablaut (-R9). 

4.6 Tuck. Tuck, as either the preterite or past parti-

ciple of take is a problem form. The rules as they are 

presently formulated will not produce it. However, one 

fairly simple adjustment may be made that solves the problem. 

Rule 51 (u-Laxing) may be reordered in this particular case 

to come before Rule 39 (Vowel Shift). The derivational path 

for tuck, then is the following: 

TABLE V 

COMPLETE DERIVATION OF TUCK 

Lexical representation // tab k#d// 

R1 # Elision /tas k+d/ 

R3 d Elision /tie k+0/ 

R9 Ablaut /tok/ 

RIO Lowness Adjustment /tok/ 

R51 u Laxing /tok/ 

R40 Roundness Adjustment /tAk/ 

Final phonetic form [tAk] 
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4.7 Fit. Fit, as the preterite of fight, may be derived 

from either of two underlying lexical representations, 

// fext#d// or // fit#t// . The derivation is simpler from the 

latter, but // fext#d// is the form required to produce the 

other two preterite variants, fought and fout. Therefore, 

// fext#d// is the form given in the lexicon. Rule 32V, it 

should be noted, must be prevented from operating to produce 

fit. 

4.8 Additional phonological rules. Several late phono-

logical rules deserve special attention here. The first three, 

Rules 52, 53, and 54, are discussed by Griggs and Rulon, though 

not formalized in their summary of rules. Rule 52 (Chomsky 

and Halle 1968:401) specifies nasal assimilation. Thus, // N// 

becomes [q] in bring. Rule 53 (Voiced Stop Elision) is 

designed to delete a voiced stop that occurs after non-coronal 

nasals and before a word boundary. Thus, the final // b// in 

climb is elided. Rule 54 (e-Raising) optionally raises a 

front mid vowel to a front high vowel before a nasal. Thus, 

// e// goes to [i] in bring. 

Rule 55 (Homorganic Consonant Epenthesis) inserts an 

epenthetic [p] in [drempt], [drimpt], and [drimp]. It also 

inserts an extra [t] in such forms as [ment+t] and [peftt+.t] , 

but this problem may be adequately resolved by reordering 

Rule 37 (Identical Consonant Elision) to follow Rule 55. The 

unwanted [t] would be thus deleted. 
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Rule 56 (Jones 1972:54) optionally simplifies a final 

consonant cluster. The form [drirnp] is simplified from 

[drimpt] and must therefore be marked +R56. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Possible conjugations of a single verb. It appears 

from the evidence that Chomsky and Halle were correct in 

observing that a variety of surface variants may be derived 

from the same, or at least very similar, underlying lexical 

forms. The rules used in the derivation may then be used to 

systematically classify each surface form. With the processes 

of derivation and classification in mind, it is then possible 

to accurately describe the major characteristics of any 

particular dialect. Tables VI and VII render a full deriva-

tion of the reported preterite and past participle variants 

of climb. The rest of Section 5.1 demonstrates how those 

variants may be classified in regular, strong, weak, and 

mixed paradigms. On the basis of the derivation and classi-

fication of climb and other verbs reported by McDavid, 

Sections 5.2 through 5.4 of this chapter describe the major 

dialect characteristics, in regard to verb forms, of speakers 

in the North Central States and Upper Midwest. 

56 
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T'vBLE VI 

COMPETING PRFTERITE DERIVATIONS 

CLIMB 

Lexical // kliNb#d// // kliNb#d// // kliNb #d// // kliNb#d// // kliNb #d// 

R1 kliNb+d kliNb+d kllNb+d kliNb+d 

R3 kliNb+0 kliNb+0 kliNb+0 kllNb+0 

R9 kluNb kluNb 

RIO klSNb klae Nb 

R24 -R24 kluNb kliNb -R24 klas Nb 

R36 kliyNb#d klSwNb 

R39 klieyNb #d kloNb klowNb 

R40 klANb 

R41 klayNb#d 

R52 klaymb#d kl Aiab klimb klSwmb klae mb 

R53 klaym0#d klAm0 klim0 klowm0 klee m0 

Surface [klaymd] [klAm] [klim] [klowm] [klae m] 



TABLE VI--Continued 

COMPETING PRETERITE DERIVATIONS 
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CLIMB 

Lexical // kllNb#d// // kl.iNb#d// // kliNb#d// // kliNb#d// 

R1 kliNb+d kllNb+d kliNb+d kliNb+d 

R3 kliNb+0 kliNb+<a kliNb+0 kliNb+0 

R9 kluNb kluNb kluNb 

RIO kloNb kloNb kloNb 

R24 kloNb klaNb -R24 -R24 

R31 -R31 kloNb 

R32 klANb 

R35 klaNb 

R36 klawNb klowNb kliyNb 

R38 klauNb 

R39 klaoNb kluwNb 
(Twice) 

klae yNb 

R40 klaNb kloANb 

R41 klayNb 

R42 klaNb 

R52 klamb kloAmb kluwmb klaymb 

R53 klam^ kl5Am^ kluwm^ klaym^ 

Surface [klam] [klSAm] [kluwm] [klaym] 
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TABLE VII 

COMPETING PAST PARTICIPLE DERIVATIONS 

CLIMB-

Lexical // kllNb#d// 

urn. 

// kllNb#n// // k!iNb#n// // kllNb#n// // kliNb#n// 

R1 kliNb+n kliNb+n kliNb+n kliNb+n 

R4 kliNb+$ kllNb+5* kliNb+0 kliNb+0 

R9 kluNb kluNb 

RIO kloNb klSNb 

R24 -R24 kluNb kliNb -R24 klseNb 

R36 kliyNb#d kl5wNb 

R39 klasyNbtfd kloNb klowNb 

R40 klANb 

R41 klayNb#d 

R52 klaymb#d klAinb klimb klowmb klaemb 

R53 klaym0#d klAm$4 • klim^ klownji klae m0 

Surface [klaymd] [klAm] [klim] [klowm] [klasm] 



TABLE VII --Continued 

COMPETING PAST PARTICIPLE DERIVATIONS 
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CLIMB 

Lexical // kliNb#n kliNbftn kliNb#n kliNb#n// 

R1 kliNb+n kliNb+n kliNb+n kliNb+n 

R4 kliNb+0 kllNb+0 klINb+0 kliNb+0 

R9 kluNb kluNb kluNb 

RIO kloNb kl5Nb kloNb 

R24 kloNb kloNb -R24 -R24 

R31 -R31 kloNb 

R32 klaNb 

R35 klaNb 

R36 klawNb klowNb kliyNb 

R38 klauNb 

R39 klaoNb kluwNb 
(twice) 

klie yNb 

R40 klaNb kloANb 

R41 klayNb 

R42 klaNb 

R5 2 klamb kloAmb kluwmb klaymb 

R53 klam0 kloAm0 kluwm0 klaym^ 

Surface [klam kloAin kluwm klaym] 
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All of the verbs surface with more than one possible con-

jugation . The following chart demonstrates how the variants 

reported for a single verb (climb) are classified. Though 

McDavid does not report weak variants for this verb, strong 

and regular variants are given. Mixed conjugations are likely 

to occur and are shown here. 

+regular 
1 

climb 
climbed 
climbed 

English Verb Segment 

-regular 

+en 
(Strong) 

+mixed 

+en 

+ III 

-en 
(Weak) climb 

climbed 
clum 

I 
climb 
climbed 
clom 

climb 
clahm 
climb 

1 

climb 
clim 
clim 

1 
climb 
climb 
climb 

climb 
clam 
clam 

1 
climb 
clome 
clome 

1 

climb 
clam 
clum 

1 
climb 
clome 
climb 

I 

climb 
clim 
clim 

1 
climb 
climb 
climb 

climb 
clam 
clam 

1 
climb 
clome 
clome 

1 1 
climb 
clom 
climb 

1 

1 
climb 
clum 
clum | 

1 
climb 
clom 
clom 

1 1 
climb 
clume 
climb 

I 
climb 
clahm 
clahm 

1 
climb 
clume 
clume 

-en 
climb 
clum 
climbed 

I 
climb 
clom 
climbed 

FigI5--Classification of variants of climb 
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5.2 Classes of dialect verbs. Before the data is inter-

preted, it would first be useful to summarize the material 

presented in the lexicon. The list of standard irregular 

verbs in Chapter III may be here expanded by the addition of 

dialect forms. The standard forms are not repeated here. 

Since many of the dialect forms are not regular in 

standard usage, a list of regular forms is included in 

addition to the irregular verb listings. Almost all of the 

verbs appear in more than one class. The classifications 

are recorded, as in the earlier list, with alternate classi-

fications in parentheses. They are: W for an alternate weak 

classification, M for mixed, and Roman numeral I, II, or III 

for a strong alternate conjugation. When a verb has an 

alternate regular conjugation, the whole word is enclosed in 

parentheses. As before, all of the mixed verbs have alternate 

regular conjugations so the whole list is enclosed in parentheses 

Weak verbs.--bite (II), bring (II) (III), catch (M)), 

(dive (I) (II)), do,(dream), eat (I) (II) (III), fight (II), 

(fit), (hear (M)), (kneel (II)), (learn (M)), ride (I) (II), 

(rise (I) (M)), sit (I) (II) (III), (sweat), (teach), write 

( I ) ( I I ) 

Strong verbs, class I.--(climb (II) (III), come (II), 

(dive (II) (W)), (drive (II)), eat (II) (III) (W), (freeze 

(M)), (give (III)), (grow (II) (M), ride (II) (W), (rise (W) 
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(M)), (run (II)), sit (II) (311) (¥) , (swim (II) (III)), 

(take (II)) , write (II) (W) 

Strong verbs, class II.--begin (III) , bite (W), (blow 

(M)), bring (III) (W), (climb (I) (III)), come (I), (dive (I) 

(W)), (draw), (drink (III)), (drive (I)), eat (I) (III) (W), 

(fetch), fight (V/), (give (I)), (grow (I) (M)) , (kneel (W)) , 

(lie (M)), ride (I) (W), (run (I)), (see), (shrink (III)), 

sit (I) (III) (W), (swim (I) (III)), (take (I)), (throw), 

(wake), write (I) (W) 

Strong verbs, class III.--begin (II), bring (II) (W) 

(climb (I) (II)) , (drink (II)) , eat (I) (II) (W) , (shrink 

(II)), sit (I) (II) (W), (swim (I) (II)) 

Mixed verbs.--( blow (II), catch (W), freeze (I), 

grow (I) (II), hear (W), learn (W), lie (II), rise (I) (W)) 

Regular verbs.--blow (II) (M), catch (M) (W), climb (I) 

(II) (III), dive (I) (II) (W), draw (II), dream (W), 

drink (II) (III), drive (I) (II), fetch (II), fit (W) , 

freeze (I) (M), give (I) (II) grow (I) (II) (M), hear (M) (W) 

kneel (II) (W), learn (M) (W), lie (II) (M), rise (I) (M) 

(W), run (I) (II), see (II), shrink (II) (III), sweat (W), 

swim (I) (II) (III), take (I) (II), teach (W), throw (II), 

wake (II) 
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5.3 Characterization, of dialect. There are thirty-seven 

verbs reported by Virginia McDavid that are analyzed in this 

study. Since all of the verbs have more than one classi-

fication, the total of all the verbs in all the classes will,, 

of course, be higher than thirty-seven. Twenty-seven verbs 

may surface with regular paradigms. Seventeen verbs have 

weak classifications. Fifteen may have strong Class I para-

digms. Twenty-seven are strong Class II. Eight have strong 

Class III paradigms. The prepondeience of regular and Class 

II verbs seems to indicate that speakers in the North Central 

States and in the Upper Midwest tend to regularize verb 

paradigms. A look at the number of different paradigms 

recorded for a single verb in each classification will modify 

this observation somewhat. 

One important fact not recorded in the previous listing 

is the number of different paradigms for each verb in a 

certain class. As is evident in the lexicon, it is possible 

for a single verb to have more than one paradigm in a single 

classification. For instance, bring may surface as either 

bring brang brang or bring brung brung, both strong Class II 

paradigms. The following chart displays the total number of 

paradigms for each verb in each classification. 



TABLE VIII 

PARADIGM CLASSIFICATION 
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Reg. Weak +en+I +en+II +en+III Mxd. Total 

1. begin » * 3 1 • 4 

2. bite « 1 1 • * 2 

3. blow 1 * 1 • 1 3 

4. bring * 1 2 1 • 4 

5. catch 1 1 • « 3 5 

6. climb 1 * 4 8 1 14 

7. come • * 1 1 • 2 

8. dive 1 1 1 3 • 6 

9. do • 1 1 # • 2 

10. draw 1 • * 1 a 2 

11. dream 1 3 * • • 4 

12. drink 1 • • 3 1 5 

13. drive 1 • 1 4 • 6 

14. eat • 1 1 2 1 5 

15. fetch 1 • « 1 * 2 

16. fight * 1 « 2 • 3 

17. fit 1 1 • • • 2 

18. freeze 1 m 1 • • 1 3 

19. give 1 m 1 1 • * 3 

20. grow 1 • • 1 1 * 1 4 

21. hear 1 i • • 1 3 



TABLE VIII--Continued 

PARADICM CLAS SIFICATION 
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Reg. Weak +en+I +en+II +en+III Mxd. Total 

22. kneel 1 3 ft 1 ft ft 5 

23. learn 1 1 ft ft 4 2 4 

24. lie 1 • * 2 » 1 4 

25. ride • 1 1 1 ft • 3 

26. rise 1 1 1 - - 1 4 

27. run 1 • 1 1 * 3 

28. see 1 • • 2 ft 3 

29. shrink 1 * ft 1 1 3 

30. sit • 2 2 2 2 8 

31. sweat 1 1 • * 2 

32. swim 1 * 1 3 1 6 

33. take 2 • 2 3 7 

34. teach 1 1 ft # 2 

35. throw 1 • » 1 2 

36. wake 2 * ft 1 3 

37. write • 1 1 1 3 

Total 29 23 21 53 9 11 146 
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Strong Class II paradigms are by far the most numerous 

in the data reported by McDavid. This is an observation that 

can not be made from looking at only the number of verbs in 

each class. The number of different paradigms in each class 

is a more accurate indicator of the preference of speakers 

for certain conjugations. Speakers in the North Central 

States and the Upper Midwest evidently have a decided pref-

erence for strong Class II paradigms. The earlier assertion 

that these speakers prefer regularized verb paradigms, then, 

must be modified to say that they prefer leveled preterite-

past participle combinations. 

The accuracy of this material is largely dependent on 

the conjugation rules. Though formulated to describe standard 

English verbs, they work nicely with dialect forms. It is 

likely that the accuracy of these findings would be corroborated 

if complete dialect paradigms from individual speakers were 

available from linguistic atlas materials. It is to be hoped 

that the gathering of such data would be the goal of future 

dialect fieldwork. Without such corroborating evidence, 

however, it is nonetheless possible on the basis of this study 

to make two general assertions. First, the evidence has shown 

that dialect verb paradigms are systematic and predictable. 

Second, on the basis of that predictability, it may be said 

for the data reported that speakers in the North Central States 

and the Upper Midwest tend to produce verb paradigms with 

leveled preterite-past participle combinations. 



APPENDIX 

The rules that follow are divided into readjustment and 

phonological rules. Rules 1 through 51 are found in Griggs 

and Rulon (forthcoming) and follow the original enumeration. 

Rules 52 through 54, discussed by Griggs and Rulon, are 

formalized here. Rule 55 is that of the present author. Rule 

56 is drawn from the study by Jones. Rules first formulated 

by Chomsky and Halle are marked with the original rule number 

in parentheses and with an asterisk, if revised. 
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Readjustment. Rules. 

R 1. /#/ Elision 
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§ ^ j 
[+R 1] 

[+seg] 

E*seg] 

[+R 1] 

R 2. /e/ Elision 

e > i> / 

R 3. /d/ Elision 

d ---v 0 / [+r 3] 

R 4. /n/ Elision 

n ---> 0 / + # / 

+R 9 

[+R 4] 

[+cons] [+cons] 

[+nasal] 

[-sonor] 

R 5. Word Boundary El is ion 

#2 ---> <f> / i d 

[ + R 5] (+ | V ) to 
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R 6. /g/ Elision 

g ---> 0 / 

V 

(-high) 

m# 

R 7. Velar Elision 

-sonor 

-ant 

-cont 

— > 

R 8. [e] Insertion 

+d# 

0 - > g / + 

V (d) 

+cons 

+tense 
+V01C6 

+ant 

+sonor tense 

R 9. (CH 1) Ablaut 

V 

-< back 

. +R 9 

) ( 

> 
- -<back 

- *<round 

+ ant 

-sonor 

+ cont 

+voice 
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R 10. Lowness Adjustment 

V 

*< low — > 

+R 10 

-<low 

-high 

R 11. Tenseness Adjustment 

V 

-<tense > [-•< tense] 

+R 11 

R 12. (*CH 7) Rule Exemption 

/ V " ~-R 35" 
- - - > 

-lew _"R 00
 

R 13. Spirant Stopping 

-sonor 

-strid 

[+nasal] 

— > [-cont] / 
[+voi ce 

-cor 

-voice 

R 14. Nasal Elision 

[+nasal] ---> <f> / 

-sonor 

+ cont 

-strid 

+ [-sonor] 

+de 



R 15. Gamma Elision 

M — > * / 
V 

+tense 
e# 

R 16. 'won* t' 

i > [-high] / w 1+nt 
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R 17. 'oo1 Rule Exemption 

o ---> [-R 36] / 

R 18. Final Cluster Devoicing 

[-sonor] > [-voice] / [+cons] + 

R 19. (Linkage) Contiguous Obstruent Voice Assimilation 

[-sonor] — > [xvoice] / ,-sonor 

•< voice 

R 20. (*CH 12) |w{ Insertion 

as 

<f> > w / 
-sonor 

+round 

*<cont 

Blocked if-< and 0 
are both +. 



R 21, (CH 11) |u| Insertion 

R 22. Velar Palatalization 

x ---> c / e # 
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R 23. r Metathesis 

"+cons 

+voc 

-ant 

+R 23 

1 

1 

2 

2 

V 

3 

3 

4 

4 

• - - > 

R 24. Ill (CH 20 III) Cluster Laxing 

R.25. Voiced Spirant Elision 

-sonor 

+ cont 

+voice 

R 25 

[-strid] 

[-cor] 

— > <j> / 

+ cons 

+ ant 

p nasal 

When pis +, the rule is blocked unless <x is 

also +. When p is the rule operates 

regardless of the value of «*• 
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R 26. Chi Labialization 

Xw > f in specific contexts 

R 27. (*CH 22) Igl 

g y [+cont] / 

R 28. Gamma Shift I 

spirantization 
+sonor 

+cons 

V 

•high 
--> [--< low] / 

+cont 

-ant 

-cor 

+voice 

~s round 

R 29. Gamma Shift II 

6 > A / 

r 
w # 

[+cons] 

R 30. Gamma Shift III 

V 

-low 

-round 

-tense 

[+cons] 

[+high] / 

-sonor 

+ cont 

-strid 

+high 



R 31. IoI -

V 

-high 

+back 

+round 

-tense 

! o I Adjur: tment 

r 
[-low] 

- > 

[+low] 
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In specifiable contexts 

R 32. I I . (*CH 23 11) Tensing 

o > [ + tense] / C [-cons] # 

R 32 III. (CH 23 III) 

u ---> 1 

R 32 IV. (CH 23 IV) 

V > [+tense] / 

R 32 V. (*CH 23V) 

--> A as specified in SPE 

# 

etc., as specified in SPE 

V ---> 
+ tense" 

-round 
/ 

-sonor 

+cont 

-ant 

-cor 

R 33. Ill Elision 

1 ---> ^ in specifiable contexts 
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R 34. (CH 29) IyI Insertion 

R 35. (CH 30) Wedge Lowering 

R 36. (CH 31) Diphthongization 

R 37. (CH 28) Identical Consonant Elision 

R 38. (CH 32) Glide Vocalization 

R 39. (CH 33) Vowel Shift 

R 40. (CH 34) Roundness Adjustment 

R 41. (CH 35) Backness Adjustment 

R 42. (*CH 36) lal Tensing 

a 

+stress 
--> [+tense] 

R 43. (*CH 38) Glide Elision 

(This rule must be modified to effect w --> <f> / I# rl.) 

R 44. (CH 40) Velar Spirant Conversion 

h 

<t> 

y ( w) — y 0 . x(
w) — > V in specifiable contexts 

R 45. (CH 41) lei Elision 

e - - -> <f> 
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R 46. IeI Insertion: Inflectional 

- - -> a I 

-sonor 

+cor 

-< strid 

pcont 

If c* is then p must also be -

-sonor 

+c.or 

+ ant 

*< strid 

-< cont 

R 47. Suffix Voice Assimilation 

[-sonor] > [-< voice] / [-< voice] # § 

R 48. (*CH 42) I a I 

<t> 9 / 

Insertion: Syllabic Resonant 

+cons 

r +cons [-voc] 

[+ant] 
(#) 

+sonor 

R 49. (CH 43) Vowel Reduction 

V 

•stress 

• tense 

R 50. !rI Coloring 

[-cons] 

-high 

+back 

-round 

(t) # 

r < # [+cons] 

#2 
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R 51. lul Laxing 

V > [-tense] / 

R 52. Nasal Assimilation 

[+ccns] 

[+nasal] — > 
«< ant 

p cor / 
R 53. Voiced Stop Elision 

-son 

- - - > <f> / 
+nasal 

•< ant 

-cor 

---> f+high] 

-cont 

-cor 

•< ant 

+voice 

R 54. e-Raising 

-high 

-low 

-back 

-tense 

V 

R 55. Honiorganic Consonant Epenthesis 

-son 

-cont 

-voice 

-< cor 

p ant 

N 

Si ---> +nasal 

•••< cor 

p ant 

ant 

p cor 

C 

-son 

-voice 
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R 56. (J 20) Final Cluster Simplification 

[-son] 0 / [+cons] (#) #2 [+cons] 
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